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This paper provides an introduction to the concept of data provenance. Furthermore, we discuss which types of applications can benefit from provenance
management and illustrate use cases for provenance using a set of easy to understand example. The target audience of this paper are professionals with
database background that are new to provenance.

1 What is Data Provenance?
In computer science, the term data provenance denotes information about the creation
process and origin of data. Some work uses the terms lineage or data pedigree to describe
the same concept. In this paper we will stick to data provenance or just provenance, because it is the most broadly accepted term. Provenance has been studied in the context of
databases, software engineering, scientific workflows, data integration, functional programming languages, and distributed systems. In this paper we focus on database provenance.
Provenance can be used to answer questions such as
• “Who did create this piece of data?”
• “This analysis result looks suspicious. How can I find errors in the input data that
lead to the suspicious result?”
• “Based on which input data did we compute this result of the analysis?”
• “I know which data in my database to trust. Can I trust this query result?”
• “My employees should have access to all documents that are based on documents
they have written. How can I enforce this access control rule?”
• “User Bob’s account has been compromised. Which data in my database depends on
data created or modified by Bob’s account?”
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Before discussing the different types of information that are considered to be data provenance, we first present an illustrative example.
Example 1. Consider a database table storing account information (account number,
branch, account holder, and balance) for a hypothetical bank X. Clerk Bob at branch Y
has helped a customer Alice to make a withdrawal of $10,000. However, Bob has accidentally subtracted $10,000,000 from Alice’s account instead of the correct amount of $10,000.
Later on, bank manager Peter computes the total balance of all accounts per branch. Peter
sees a negative balance for branch Y and now wants to investigate what lead to this negative
balance. Was it an error, the result of an unusually high withdrawal, or caused by a large
number of small withdrawals? Provenance information can help Peter to find the answer
to his question. Tracing the provenance of the result for branch Y, Peter will realize that
one of the account table rows used to compute this result is Alice’s account. Furthermore,
provenance will reveal that this row was last updated by Bob to a large negative value.

1.1 Types of Provenance Information
The term provenance has been used to denote different types of information. On an
abstract level any type of analysis or modification of data can be viewed as applying a
transformation to a collection of existing data items to creates a collection of new data
items. For example, an SQL query is a transformation that takes as input one of more
database tables and returns a result table. Similarly, an update is a transformation that
takes the current version of a database table and returns an updated version of this table.
We introduce this abstract view of data transformations, because it allows us to classify
different types of provenance information in the abstract view and illustrate the relationship
to provenance for more specific types of data transformations. We distinguish between three
types of provenance information for a data item d.
• Data: This type of provenance models which data was used by some transformation
to derive data item d. For instance, in the banking example shown above, the fact
that Alice’s account was used to compute the total balance for all accounts of branch
Y is provenance of this type.
• Transformation: This type of provenance models which transformations were involved in deriving a data item d. For instance, in the banking example, the query
run by Peter was responsible for computing the total balance for branch Y.
• Agents, Auxiliary, and Environment: This type of provenance models any type
of information that does not fall into the first two categories such as the user that
executed a particular transformation, the environment of a transformation (e.g., the
machine it was executed on), and so on.
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1.2 Isn’t Provenance Just ...?
When introducing the concept of data provenance to new users, we often get questions
like “Isn’t this just X?” where typically X is temporal databases or audit logging. We now
provide answers to these questions and in the meanwhile discuss how provenance is related
to these concepts.
Temporal databases: Temporal databases enable access to past versions of tables in a
database. Many database systems use unique identifiers for tuples that are not affected by
update operations. Thus, such identifiers can be used to track the derivation history of a
certain row t through different versions of the database. This can be considered as a type
of data provenance information for this row t. However, provenance provides additional
information that is not available in temporal databases: 1) Temporal databases can be
used to track back different versions of the same row through update operations, but do
not provide any help with tracking the provenance of queries. For instance, in the banking
example, using a temporal database Peter can unearth that the current version of the row
representing Alice’s account was produced from a previous version of this row. However,
this information is meaningless, unless Peter has first discovered that this row is in the
provenance of the row representing the total balance for branch Y produced by his query.
2) Temporal databases provide no record of how new rows have been created (e.g., by combining the information from several existing rows). For example, assume that Peter has
inserted the results of his query into a new table. A temporal database has no information
on how the rows in the new table have been produced. 3) Temporal databases only provide
access to committed versions of rows. Intermediate row versions created by some update
in a transactions are discarded. However, for use cases such as auditing, access to these
intermediate results can be crucial.
Audit logging: In audit logging, the database keeps track of which SQL statements were
executed at which time (and potentially stores additional information such as the user
which executed the statement). An audit log can be seen as a type of transformation
provenance. The difference between transformation provenance and audit logging is, that
an audit log does not relate the transformation to data whereas transformation provenance
records which transformations were used to derive a certain data item. To some extend
this disadvantage can be overcome by combining audit logging with temporal databases.
For example, Peter could use an audit log to figure out that Bob has updated Alice’s account and then use a temporal database to retrieve the old version of the row representing
Alice’s account. However, both the audit log and a temporal database do not help Peter to
identify that Alice’s account was used to compute the total balance of branch Y in his query.
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2 Use Cases for Provenance
We now discuss how provenance information can be used in different application domains.

2.1 Auditing and Compliance
Many companies have to fulfill strict auditing and compliance requirements, e.g., because
of government regulations. For instance, a company may have to be able to prove for
each data item in the database how it was produced, from which data, and by whom.
Provenance provides exactly this type of information. Auditing requires provenance for
queries as well as for transactional updates.

2.2 Data Debugging
Provenance information can be used to trace erroneous or suspicious outputs of a transformation back to the relevant inputs from the transformation, because it relates the output
to all inputs that were used to produce it. In our running example, Peter was applying
this method to trace the balance for branch Y back to the inputs from the accounts table
that were used to compute this result.

2.3 Access Control
Provenance can be used to implement new types of access control such as allowing users
to access data if it was derived from data they have created. For example, under this
rule if Peter has created a document and Bob has used part of Peter’s document in a new
document, then Peter would be granted access to the new document. Provenance based
access control enables new types of access control rules that are not expressible using
traditional approaches.

2.4 View Maintainance and Updates
Provenance has been used to update views based on changes to base data (this is usually
called view maintenance in database research) and to translate updates to views into
updates to base data (this is the well-known view update problem). Similarly, provenance
is used to compute answers to “What-if”-queries (how would my query results change if I
change the inputs in a certain way) and “How-to”-queries (how to achieve a certain change
to the result of query by modifying its input data).

2.5 Data Quality and Trust
Assessing the quality of data and trust in data is a complex problem which cannot be
solved though provenance alone. However, if quality or trust information is available for
data in a database, then provenance can be used to compute quality and trust measure
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for the results of transformations. For example, consider a database storing traveling
routes between cities. For each route we store the origin, destination, travel distance, and
whether this information is trusted or not. From this database, we can compute indirect
routes between cities by combining multiple direct routes. However, it is unclear how
to determine whether we should trust a certain indirect route. Provenance provides a
well-founded foundation for computing such trust measures.

3 A few Pointers to Research
How to model and compute the provenance of queries is relatively well understood [9, 13, 14,
26, 32, 22, 3, 36, 10, 38, 39, 44, 2, 24, 35, 31, 7, 33, 24, 52]. Several papers have also addressed
this problem for update operations [33, 8, 51, 6]. However, Arab et al. [5, 4] are the first to
provide a solution for computing the provenance of transactions using temporal databases,
audit logging, and query rewrite techniques. Provenance-based access control has been
discussed in [45, 41, 42, 43]. Using provenance for computing quality and trust measure
has been studied intensively [12, 20, 15, 16, 37, 1, 53, 6, 48, 26, 32, 30, 27, 25, 29, 34, 33].
Examples for approaches that use provenance for What-if and How-to queries are Deutch
et al. [19] and Meliou et al. [40]. Note that this list is by no means complete. The
interested reader can find additional literature references in one of the many surveys on
data provenance (e.g., [49, 46, 47, 23, 50, 17, 18, 21, 28, 13, 11]).

4 Conclusions
We have given an overview of the emerging concept of data provenance, have discussed
several important use cases for provenance, and highlighted some recent research findings
in this area that are likely to be the foundations of practical implementations of provenance
management.
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